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ear Readers,
A LOVE LETTER TO CANADA AND BELATED EID CHORES
In our mid-summer’s issue, we celebrate extent and boldness,
everything Canada has privileged over the years. As Canada day
is just at the spotlight, Sync pay tributes as a member of proud
Canadian community to the treasured country. We’re illuminating
movers and shakers, preparing patriotic desserts, highlighting
“Reasons to be a Proud Canadian” and showcasing great ideas
that pay homage to iconic milestones. The celebration of Canada
from the ground up feels right and great especially when you have
so many reasons to love your country.

Plus we did not forget to pay tribute to the special man in everyone’s life. Sync presents you some
aww-mazing artic featured in our latest edition signifying “Father’s Day”. Nobody should forget
the man who raised you and here we are to honor the day!
Eid-al Fitr just went by and Sync just has some left-over joy for you to embrace the glory and
happiness of one of the most favorite festival of Muslim community everyone loves to enjoy. We
give you multiple reasons on how and why this festival is the most loved of all.
Happy Canada Day!
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Just Because You Are
DIFFERENT

W

L.G.B.T.Q

here the world is now very well aware of the versatile sexuality
of human being, there are still many questions which arise
being civilized under a basic human nature society. It’s not
ordinary that you belong to “LGBTQ” category with the amount
of awareness and campaigns that have spread for more
knowledge but still being a part of it makes you “different”. Are
you born this way or You chose this way?

I won’t apologize for who I am.

Whatever it might be, the conclusion
will be, being different is always over
the top. And for the people who still
feel it’s complicated should never forget
the fact that complicated is another
word of deep intelligence. More than
human analyze the sexual orientation
of a human it’s more important to
understand the feeling of another
being. Our support for the LGBTQ
community should not only be strong
but consistent and outspoken because
it’s just not the sexuality, it’s an emotion,
a sentiment, self-acceptance and
human consideration.

For eras, “born this way” has been the
reconvening cry of the mainstream gay
rights movement, a simple slogan cited
as the basis for both political change
and cultural acceptance. If you are
different, you are amazing! And this
shall be remembered and understood
as it is!
WE STAN YOUR DIFFERENCE!
WE SUPPORT LGBTQ COMMUNE!
“We should indeed keep calm in the
face of difference, and live our lives
in a state of inclusion and wonder at
the diversity of humanity.”

It’s impossible to know if we’ll ever
be able to map all the complexities of
human sexuality we know exist, but 		
- Adam Bettcher
van Anders said it’s “vital for people to
understand how much work we have
to do.”
HAPPY PRIDE MONTH Y’ALL!
www.syncmag.ca | May - June 2019
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Why Eid Al Fitr Is Biggest Celebration For Muslims

HAPPY
BELATED EID!

Eid-Al-Fitr is not only the most awaited festival for Muslims but it
comes after the blessed Holy Month of Ramadan, where Muslims
fast for 30 days in order to please Lord with their devotion and
dedication. This Eid is not only the celebration of happiness but the
celebration of completely bestowing ourselves towards God in every
manner leaving every bad deed, every misleading vibe behind and
controlling our bad conscience. Eid Al Fitr comes with lots of exciting
festivities and lovely activities, ultimately not only for kids and
youngsters but seniors too. This festive is waited whole year
because of its delightful feeling and atmosphere.
Followers of Islam observe a number of traditions during Eid alFitr, including donating money to charity. The day on which Eid
al-Fitr begins is determined by a confirmed sighting of the new
moon after a month of fasting, so the date changes every year and
varies geographically.
This Eid is specially a holiday dedicated to feasting and serves as the “the
light at the end of the tunnel after a long and blessed month of fasting
and withholding. Muslims typically enjoy a small breakfast ahead of
morning prayers and then visit friends and relatives where a lavish
feast is served. Gifts are also exchanged, with clothes and given to
your friends and family as “Eidi”.
“Eidi” is no doubt the most favorite part for most of the children
and youngsters where your closed ones have to give you eidi in the
form of gift, money or anything for you as a gift and loving gesture.
Also, not to forget on Eid, you are encouraged to eat all the things
that are too rich, too sweet, and too creamy for a normal day. This festival
is all about the togetherness and contentment.
Well, Eid-Al-Fitr just passed by and we hope you have had a great one!
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beneficial
health drinks

INGREDIENTS:
1 tablespoon kosher salt
1 tablespoon lime zest
1 cup cold white tequila
1 cup cold pineapple juice
½ cup lime juice, plus 1 lime wedge
¼ cup orange juice
Ice cubes
Pineapple slices for garnish
Lime slices for garnish

Skinny
Pineapple Margarita
PREPARATION:
1. Combine salt and lime zest on a small plate.
2. Combine tequila, pineapple juice, lime juice and
orange juice in a pitcher.
3. Rub the rims of 6 glasses with the lime wedge and
dip in the salt mixture. Fill the glasses with ice and top
with about ½ cup margarita mixture each. Garnish with
pineapple and lime, if desired.

www.syncmag.ca | May - June 2019
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INGREDIENTS:
½ cup frozen pineapple chunks
1 tablespoon chia seeds
1-2 teaspoons pure maple syrup or honey
(optional)

Pineapple

Green Smoothie
PREPARATION:
1. Add almond milk and yogurt to a blender, then add
spinach, banana, pineapple, chia and sweetener (if
using); blend until smooth.

INGREDIENTS:
¼ medium red cabbage, sliced1 large
cucumber, peeled and cut into chunks
1 cup fresh blueberries

Blueberry-Cabbage
Power Juice

PREPARATION:

1. Working in this order, process cabbage, cucumber,
blueberries and apple through a juicer according to the
manufacturer’s directions.
2. Fill 2 glasses with ice, if desired, and pour the juice into
the glasses. Serve immediately.
www.syncmag.ca | May - June 2019
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SELF CARE FOR MENTAL HEALTH
DO YOU PRACTISE SELF CARE?

elf-care is not just for the physical
part but it depends on more than
one mechanism for any individual.
With one in four people suffering with
mental health problems each year, it’s
more important than ever to set aside
some time to focus on number one.
Caring for self includes your emotional,
spiritual, physical and mental care which
you can take care of well in so many
ways. In this era of social storm and
robotic life chores, we tend to forget how
to give the special care our mind, heart
and body needs. With work, family and
relationship commitments often taking
priority, it’s easy to focus your energy on
making sure everybody else is happy and
forget about yourself. Your self-esteem
gets a huge boosts with the effects if selfcare and can remarkably affirm our self
worth.
Self-care encourages self-improvement.
It promotes rest and relaxation, which
benefits our overall health and wellness,
and it also promotes healthy relationships.

When our self-esteem and self-awareness
improves, it has a positive effect on our
overall mindset. Here are some good selfcare steps you need to take today!
Make Time For Physical Activity
Moving your body kick-starts your
metabolism and releases the “feel good”
hormone, serotonin, which helps relieve
stress and increase self-confidence.
Practice Slow, Deep Breaths
Slow, deep breaths are not only amazing
for panic attacks but can also help
you remain calm and avoid knee-jerk
reactions. Breathing is your best defense
against anxiety attacks.

you notice the gradual improvement in
your mental health, it will become much
easier.
Wake Up Early And With Intention
The start of your everyday matters the
most. There is a new chance, a new
choice every day: to practice stress or to
practice peace. There is also a research
on how more optimistic, meticulous, and
preventive early risers are when it comes
to problem-solving
Be Kind
It’s not at all difficult to be kind because
it costs you 0 dollar to be a decent person
and returns you the pleasant heart.

Self-Care Like You Mean It
It’s not just saying but starting. You can
start by taking small steps. Reducing your
media exposure and seeing how it makes
you feel will greatly enhance your inner
peace. There may come some steps where
you feel uncomfortable at first, but after
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TAKING A START TO CREATE DIFFERENCE
HOW TO START A SOCIAL
ENTERPRISE
Social entrepreneurship” has a very wide definition that can arguably include non-profit
organizations, which rely almost solely on donations and grants, and even for-profit companies
that put their clean energy products front and center.
A social enterprise is a type of business where the bottom line and achievement metrics are
considered in more than just profits. Instead, social enterprises typically determine success
based on a three-way practice:

People: The social impact of your business, and your capacity to
change lives and build up a community in a sustainable way.
Planet: Your environmental influence; how you contribute to a
sustainable planet or lessen the carbon footprint of your business
and customers.
Profit: Like traditional businesses, they need to make money
in order to uphold themselves, pay workers and grow as an
enterprise.
Here are some ways of how you can start your social venture
and lead entrepreneurship on a shoe string.

www.syncmag.ca | May - June 2019
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At First, Don’t Ask What You Need

PEOPLE

If you have access to those people who might be able to help financially,
these are probably the kind of people who can also offer advice, networking
opportunities, potential sales leads and more.Talk about this stuff first rather
than going in with the pitch for funding because, even if you don’t get money,
you’ll get plenty of free knowledge and useful links. If the conversation
between you and the possible donor keeps going, well, you never know where
it might end up.

Empathy Is The Key

PLANET

PROFIT

It’s important to really understand
what your potential donor’s objectives are. Like of you get a chance to partner with
two established charities, it’s about improving credibility as a new organization.
If one of the charities (a large national organization) was really keen to focus on
employability as part of their internal and external marketing campaigns – you
have to bent over backwards to ensure they can get access to you whenever they
need it. Being empathetic will help you in certain ways.

Precise And Quick

Your emails should have no more than three
or four lines, punching out exactly what you’re
doing, what you’re asking for, what you’re
offering in return, and what to do next. Broader
details should be in an attachment. Use bullet
points not prose. Focus on what both of you will
get if the donation or partnership goes ahead.
Talk about your experience – and your team’s –
to re-assure the donor.

Keep Yourself Buoyant

It’s important to keep what little money you
have in the business. Writing opportunities,
speaking engagements and consultancy work are
three good ways to earn a wage while the social
enterprise grows.

Keep Going Whether You Get It Or Not

Your project needs to go ahead whether you get donations or not. Or at least
that’s the impression you should always give. People admire determination,
vision and also feel more secure if they know the project doesn’t rest entirely
on them (that’s your job, social entrepreneur). So, talk about who else is on
board already, talk about what more you could do if they joined in, too

Long-Term Thinking

Your sponsors’ time is precious. Donating a £500 piece of equipment might
seem simple, but, with all the internal processes and accounting issues to
get round, especially for larger organisations, it can be time-consuming
for the donor for seemingly little return. But, if you can map out what a
12-month partnership looks like – with opportunities for media exposure,
event attendance, days out for staff – and then have donations to match that
schedule, it starts to make more sense.

Group Funding

Crowd-funding is a best way to take benefit of your social enterprise
story. People will automatically want to share any crowd-funding
project you have on their Twitter, Facebook or LinkedIn pages.

Always Payback

Once you’re up and running, it’s not fair to keep asking people
for donations. So make sure your donors, especially those who
provided services free, are first on the list when you want paid work
done. And don’t forget to forecast these costs into your business
plan as you rise.

Bigger The Thinking, More The
Volunteers

The more you build connections, the more you are
connected to additional networkers. And as a result, you
will be a good social networker.
Accordingly, you should never forget the real world too.
If someone asks you at a social event, “How’s the project
going?” reply with: “Great, but I’m still looking for a
photographer.” Ask a few times in a month, and you’ll find
yourself with a handful of willing volunteers.

www.syncmag.ca | May - June 2019
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THE TOP 10 HONEYMOON DESTINATIONS
For most new couples, your honeymoon is the trip
of a lifetime. You may end up taking bigger or wilder
trips down the road surely, perhaps with your growing
family, but the first post-wedding getaway is classic.
It allows you time to have fun with each other with all
the planning and stress behind you. It gives the tone
for the adventures you’ll have in your future, and it
contributes memories that will last your lifetime.

Arosa, Switzerland
Whether you ski, aprés or hike, Switzerland’s
mountainous terrain is a thrilling, wellness-oriented,
not to mention romantic, venue. When the snow is
falling over Arosa, a town in the district of Plessur, it’s
particularly butterfly-inducing.

We’ve collected an ultimate list: Here, the top 10
honeymoon destinations around the world.

Alentejo, Portugal
Known as Portugal’s grape-growing region, Alentejo
has the cool calm of a wine valley with the added
surprise of picturesque, un-touristy beaches. There
are also medieval castles and ruins of Roman
architecture dotted around the agriculture-rich area.

Alaska

Some of Mother Nature’s finest work is on display in Alaska.
Adventurous couples who’d rather experience their beaches
windy and icy, perhaps alongside glacier-capped mountain
views, should plan to spend time in Glacier Bay National Park &
Preserve, where wildlife sightings could include bears, puffins,
bald eagles and humpback whales.

There are many reasons the Amalfi Coast continues to be at
the top of honeymooners’ bucket list. It’s hard to picture more
classically romantic a scene than Positano’s steep village streets,
Moorish architecture, azure water and colorful loungers and
umbrellas lining the dark sandy beaches.

www.syncmag.ca | May - June 2019
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Amsterdam, Netherlands Bali, Indonesia
Beyond the liberal coffee shop culture and Red Light
District, Amsterdam is a blissful capital city known for its
rich artistic heritage—Van Gogh, Rembrandt, Vermeer—
and elaborate system of canals and bridges. Cycle or
walk past the charming facades, stopping at open-air
restaurants or cafes for intimate meals and chats with
friendly locals.

A honeymoon in Bali is pure magic. The Indonesian island—
the only one in the huge country that’s Hindu—is a perfect
place for passion. With a bit more of an exotic feel than
the tropical islands closer to the US, Bali doesn’t only offer
unspoiled beaches, surfing, snorkeling and massages, it’s
full of culture, art, music, rice terraces and temples, many,
many temples. Nature is celebrated here, and it’s easy to
get into the spirit at lush, authentic properties such as Four
Seasons Bali at Sayan and Uluwatu Surf Villas.

Bolivia

Calling all photography buffs with an appetite for adventure! This
lesser-known South American country is full of wonders. The
world’s largest salt flat, at almost 12,000 feet altitude, is perhaps
one of the world’s dreamiest sights.

Buenos Aires, Argentina

Bora Bora
Bora Bora is for you if
your dream honeymoon
is one in which you and
your love take shelter in
a luxurious overwater
bungalow propped on stilts in bright aqua water. Le Meridien’s
signature bungalow even has a glass floor. Like the other idyllic
islands in French Polynesia, where the brilliant color of the water is
only rivaled by the intense blue of the sky, this one is pure heaven.

If you venture to
Argentina for your
honeymoon, prepare
to do the super
sensual tango. The
nightlife in the capital
city
is
famously
fabulous, and people
come from all around the world to dance. Enjoy all the
vibrant culture, local grill-focused cuisine and vivid,
photogenic surroundings from a bicycle—bike lanes
cover most of the city.

www.syncmag.ca | May - June 2019
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WHY YOU SHOULD BE A PROUD CANADIAN!

HAPPY CANADA DAY!
Canada Day, or Dominion Day the historic name to commemorate the creation of
the Dominion of Canada, on July 1, 1867 is just here and a time to call ourselves
proud as ever!
Whether you’re a new Canadian, or if your ancestors were early fur-traders, our
true patriot love and pride for Canada should be remarkable. We thought it is quite
mandatory to tell you why being a Canadian is something you should be super
proud of, in case you forgot the incredible associations our country has with the
rest of the world.

FAMOUSLY PRO-PEACE
Most likely to mind our business and
maintain peace.

MARRIAGE FOR ALL
Along with equal rights and freedom of
expression, a mere 12 years ago Canada
became the fourth country in the world
to permit same-sex marriages.

THE FIRST NATION OF
HOCKEY
The Canadian Amateur Hockey Association was
founded on December 4, 1914, when 21 delegates from
across Canada met at the Chateau Laurier in Ottawa.

OUR HOSPITALITY
Canada has one of the best
hospitalities and hospitality
industry is immense due to
the variety of businesses it
encompasses.
www.syncmag.ca | May - June 2019

BEST WILDLIFE
AND LANDSCAPES
Canada has some of the most
beautiful landscapes in the world,
and some of the coolest animals to
boot. That’s why it’s so great that we
have so many protected areas!
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REAL ESTATE
In Kelowna, it’s no secret
that real estate is a huge
contributing factor in our
economy. The first real
estate board in Canada
was created in 1888 in
Vancouver.

OUR DIVERSITY
We have people who come from all over
the world and are proud to call themselves
Canadian as soon as they come here.

THE VALUE OF EDUCATION
Canada steadily comes out as the number one most
educated country in the world.

WORLD’S MODEL FOR
SOUND IMMIGRATION AND
SUCCESSFUL INTEGRATION
Long one of the world’s most welcoming immigrant destinations,
Canada is often held up as a model for how to craft sound
immigration policy in a multicultural democracy, with more than
one of every five Canadian residents foreign born.

HAPPILY BILINGUAL
Canada is an officially bilingual country,
which means it has two official languages:
French and English.

www.syncmag.ca | May - June 2019
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THE MAN WHO RAISED YOU

T

H
A

here comes this day every year where
you call it “Father’s Day” and we have a
momentary time where we can especially
show or do something for our father. Not that
a day can really represent the importance of
your father. It’s very common to say now that
a specific day doesn’t recognize the value of
your father but still if we think carefully men
surely need some day to be named for them
for which they could be surprised and showed
some extra love than every day.

P
P
Y

CELEBRATE THIS FATHER’S DAY BY SHOWING YOUR DAD HIS WORTH!

ER
TH
FA

The best form of a man is when he is a father.
You get his highest peak of effort, extreme way
of care and infinite power of love. Definitely,
words cannot describe how much a man puts
his entire life into another human when he
becomes a DAD. But, surely we cannot deny
the fact that our fathers make our world easier,
more adaptable and more protected.
We are here to tell you how to make this year’s
Father’s Day the most essential for your Dad.
Here are some sweet ways to show the man
who raised you his significance!

A THANK YOU NOTE

www.syncmag.ca | May - June 2019
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It would be a superbly great idea to write some father’s
day notes on this special day and let him know that the
most priceless thing that surrounds you is his love. These
slight notes will certainly help each one us to make our
fathers feel happy and blissful for being successful in
bringing about the best version of their children with all
the compromises they have done all through their lives.
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A SELF-MADE CARD
Give him a lovely Father’s day card and let him know
the he is best father in the world. You can attach some
special poem or something self-written which melts his
heart even more remembering all old moments based
on relationship between you and your father.

Y
A
D

A FAVORITE PHOTO COLLAGE
We all have treasured photographs, ones which
stand out and hold a special meaning. You can share
your most memorable image of you and your dad, or
a father figure in your life, in celebration of Father’s
Day. You can also write a story behind that picture
whether it’s yesterday or fifty years ago which makes
Dad feel special about precious moments. Print those
photos and frame it in a wonderful way!

2

0
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A SPECIAL MEAL
To make this Father’s day amazing for Dad you should
try your hands at cooking to prepare special banquet
for him. Make a sweet dessert like cakes, pies, ice
cream, and many more at home. It will depend on
your father’s choice to make the day complete. Those
who cannot cook can have a dinner at your preferred
restaurant with your father and closed ones to
celebrate the evening.

A GIFT HAMPER FOR HIS EFFORTS
You might gift him a gift hamper containing incredible
gifts and delicious sweets, but a tight hug and a sweet
magnificent smile to tell him “I am there for you”, will
definitely make his day.
www.syncmag.ca | May - June 2019
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THE
DIFFERENT NOODLE
STYLE FOR YOU
Burmese Khao Soi

Khao Soi is Burmese main course.
It consists of noodles, meat curry,
coconut curry and a variety of
condiments. All ready to impress
your noodle craving!

INGREDIENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oil to fry (about 1 cup)
3 onions , thinly sliced
1 whole garlic , chopped
For curry
500 grams chicken ,cut in small cubes
Spices
4 whole red button chillies
½ tablespoon ginger paste
½ tablespoon garlic paste
2 teaspoon crushed chillies
1 teaspoon cumin seeds or powder
1 teaspoon coriander powder
¾ teaspoon turmeric powder
½ teaspoon cinnamon powder
¼ teaspoon black pepper powder
salt or to taste

OTHER INGREDIENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 medium tomatoes ( raw puree)
75 gram coconut milk powder (or 3 cups light coconut milk)
6 tablespoon gram flour
4 tablespoon lemon juice
1 chicken cube
1 ½ packet egg noodles (375 gram, boiled)

OPTIONAL ACCOMPANIMENTS
•
•
•
•
•

Hot sauce
Potato sticks
Lemon wedges
Sliced green onions
Boiled eggs
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INSTRUCTIONS
Prepare Garnish (Fried Galic and onions)
1. In a large pot, fry garlic until golden. Remove from oil and set aside.
2. In same oil, fry onion slices until golden. Remove from oil and set aside.
3. Remove all oil from pot leaving only 2 tablespoons , add half of fried
onion, chicken and all ingredients in spice list. Mix well, cover and cook for
10 minutes until chicken is tender.
4. Add tomato purée and mix well.
5.  Now, mix coconut milk powder, gram flour, lemon juice and 2 cups water
in a bowl. Then add to the chicken.
6. Also add a chicken cube and 3-4 cups water. Let the curry simmer until
oil separates.
7. To serve take warm noodles in bowl top with curry and accompaniments
of your choice. Enjoy.
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GO VEGAN AND YUMMY THAN EVER THIS CANADA DAY!

VEGAN STRAWBERRY CHEESECAKE POPSICLES
What can be more mouthwatering than the combination of cheesecake and
strawberry? And what if it comes in vegan form. Healthy and fantastic at the
same time! This Canada day make some amazing red and white dedicated
vegan strawberry cheesecake popsicles and enjoy your holiday.

INGREDIENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 oz. (227g) vegan cream cheese at room temperature (I used Daiya)
½ cup unsweetened almond milk
¼ cup maple syrup
¼ cup fresh lemon juice
Zest from ½ lemon
A pinch of sea salt
½ tsp pure vanilla extract
4 large ripe strawberries
About cup your favourite granola

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Make the cheesecake mix in a blender by blending the vegan cream cheese, almond milk, maple
syrup, lemon juice, lemon zest, salt, and vanilla until smooth. Set aside.
2. In another blender or small food processor, blend the strawberries into a puree.
3. Prepare popsicle molds or arrange 6 mini paper cups in a loaf pan. Add 1 tbsp of cheesecake mix to
each cup, followed by 1 tsp of puree and a sprinkle of granola. Repeat until cup is almost full and finish
off with a layer of granola. If using paper cups, wrap the top with squares of aluminum foil and pierce
the popsicle sticks through the centre; the foil helps keep the sticks upright as they freeze.
4. Place filled cups into the freezer and freeze overnight until solid. Remove popsicles from molds and
enjoy immediately.
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ADD GINGER IN YOUR DIET

10 HEALTH BENEFITS OF GINGER
Lowers Blood Pressure
Ginger has been shown to improve blood pressure
(in conjunction with medication) by acting as a
vasodilator it expands your blood vessels. This is helpful
for increasing circulation in the body, which reduces
the overall blood pressure throughout the body. Ginger
also contains potassium, a mineral that research has
found can help lower blood pressure.

Reduced Inflammation
The active constituents in raw ginger gingerol, shogaol,
and paradol are responsible for many of the natural
anti-inflammatory effects that ginger provides. Ginger
has been shown to inhibit the production of proinflammatory cytokines (small proteins released by
cells to communicate with other cells in the body).

Blood-Sugar Regulator
If you can regulate your blood sugar levels, you will
be less likely to experience chronic hyperglycemia
that can lead to diabetes over time. One study showed
that supplementing with ginger reduced fasting blood
sugar levels as well as hemoglobin A1c levels. Since
ginger reduces blood sugar levels and A1c, it’s safe to
say that ginger helps regulate the mind-body system
to keep blood sugar levels in check and prevent chronic
hyperglycemia.
www.syncmag.ca | May - June 2019
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Excellent Remedy For
Nausea And Motion
Sickness
Ginger is an outstanding natural remedy for
travel sickness, morning sickness or nausea
and with good reason. It has a long history
in this area, having consistently proven its
efficiency at reducing dizziness and nausea.
The active ingredients in ginger are strong, so you don’t need very much of it either. It has a
reputation for being safe for pregnant women too, making it a great remedy for morning sickness.

Anti-Cancer Benefits
Studies strongly suggest that gingerols,
the active phyto-nutrients in ginger
are beneficial against cancer cells. The
major down side, is that most of the
studies involve animal testing.

Antibacterial Properties
If you aren’t convinced of the medicinal properties
of ginger yet, you will be now! Researchers have
found that ginger is an effective antibacterial
for many drug-resistant bacteria in clinical
applications. The antibacterial properties that
ginger possesses show that food truly is medicine.

Stimulates Digestion
Ginger is your new best friend for supporting
everything regarding digestive health. Functional
dyspepsia is the clinical term used to describe upper
abdominal discomfort like acid reflux that is thought
to be related to slowing of the digestive system.
Ginger has been shown to be help these issues.

Healthy Sweating
From Ginger
As well as the natural detoxification
benefits of healthy sweating, scientists
have recently found that sweat contains a
substance called dermicidin – a powerful
germ fighting agent. Dermicidin is said to
be deposited on the surface of the skin to
protect against invading micro organisms

Effective Detoxification Aid
Ginger is known to promote healthy sweating,
which encourages the release of toxins. Add in it’s
exceptional antioxidant qualities and other benefits,
then you have a top detoxification food

A Natural Expectorant
To Help Coughs
Regular intake of ginger boosts the release of mucus.
www.syncmag.ca | May - June 2019
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